DG Request sent by client to Shipping Line

DG Desk at the Shipping Line reviews the application

For the DG Desk to confirm, they need ALL the relevant info on the DG Request form

If all info is correct and cargo is acceptable, DG acceptance will be sent to the client

Client will receive the DG booking and container release

Client packs the container and fills up all relevant haz information in the DG Declaration form

These details have to exactly match the details submitted on the DG Request form

Client has to ensure that the proper IMO labels are affixed on the container

Client then sends the completed DG Declaration to the Shipping line

Shipping line sends a copy of this DG Declaration to the ship and to the port of loading for reference purposes

If any info is incorrect or cargo is not acceptable, DG application will be rejected with reason

Client can rectify any incorrect info and reapply, but if cargo is not acceptable on the ship, then they can’t ship

In such cases where cargo is not acceptable on the ship, client can either try another line or other methods of shipping the cargo